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Independent professional with experience in the management of tourist and
service companies. Since 2008, co-founder of DCB Tourism and Local
Development www.decaba.com whose activities are based on the application
of policies that encourage a more sustainable and responsible tourism through
cooperation, support to the organizations’ technical teams and the
presentation of practical, understandable and innovating solutions.

https://linkedin.com/in/inmaballbedcb/

Sustainable destination management and development of green products to spread tourism (space/time)
Tourism to support local communities, culture & tradition

Soft mobility, a challenge in the rural areas of Catalan
Pyrenees: El Cinquè Llac and GPS Tourism network.
The experience is offered in the mountain areas of the Catalan and French
Pyrenees, i.e. in 5 territories that host well conserved natural resources, protected
natural sites, and a wealthy cultural and oenogastronomic heritage, among other
attractions.
One of their common denominator is the presence of facilities and services focused
on sustainable mobility, especially thanks to the trains, that allow direct or
semi-direct connections (train+bus or train+private taxi). Three of the train lines also
offer special journeys with specific experiences (historic trains).
The next challenge is to cooperate through the INTERREG European Programme in
order to emphasize sustainable mobility as a distinctive element, encouraging the
creation of specific products and cooperation between public and private local
agents to integrate sustainable mobility in both journey to the destination and
movement in and around it.
One of the most singular examples of this is El Cinquè Llac (The Fifth Lake)
www.elcinquellac.com/en, which is a great model to follow for the creation of
other similar products. This is a “bottom-up” initiative carried out by 6 rural
cottages and a local travel agency that combines physical activity (hiking), natural
environment (well conserved rural area) and cultural immersion (recovery of old
cattle paths, stories and legends, participation of local community).
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